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Chuck Martin takes readers on a journey from the creation of the first screen to the revolutionary

third. Martin describes the cultural and social changes incurred by the first screen (the television)

and the second screen (the personal computer), opening up his discussion of how the third

screenÃ¢â‚¬â€•the mobile deviceÃ¢â‚¬â€•is redefining the role of the consumer.
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After spending 10 years and million, Motorola launched the first cell phone in 1983. Known as a

"brick" phone, it could support one hour of talk and eight hours in standby and cost ,000. Today,

94% of Americans own a cell phone (a quarter of whom use it exclusively). Martin argues that a

convergence of trends in consumer behavior and technology has resulted in a migration to the "third

screen" (after television and the computer) in this insightful account of the rise and widespread

adoption of mobile phones. Cell phone technology allows users to access content anywhere, at any

time, creating extraordinary possibilities for tailored promotion (for instance, reaching consumers in

a store with the offer of coupons). And apps enable advertisers to literally become part of the

customer's phone. Martin deftly illustrates how brands like Lexus, Zippo, and ING have used the

mobile channel to connect with customers, and Martin ponders tough introspective questions on

consumer behavior and an organization's ability to pull off a mobile promotion. Anyone interested in

the evolution of consumer behavior and the adoption of new technologies will appreciate the clarity

of Martin's prose and the breadth of his vision. (May 16)



After spending 10 years and $100 million, Motorola launched the first cell phone in 1983. Known as

a &#39;brick&#39; phone, it could support one hour of talk and eight hours in standby and cost

$4,000. Today, 94% of Americans own a cell phone (a quarter of whom use it exclusively). Martin

argues that a convergence of trends in consumer behavior and technology has resulted in a

migration to the &#39;third screen&#39; (after television and the computer) in this insightful account

of the rise and widespread adoption of mobile phones. Cell phone technology allows users to

access content anywhere, at any time, creating extraordinary possibilities for tailored promotion (for

instance, reaching consumers in a store with the offer of coupons). And apps enable advertisers to

literally become part of the customer&#39;s phone. Martin deftly illustrates how brands like Lexus,

Zippo, and ING have used the mobile channel to connect with customers, and Martin ponders tough

introspective questions on consumer behavior and an organization&#39;s ability to pull off a mobile

promotion. Anyone interested in the evolution of consumer behavior and the adoption of new

technologies will appreciate the clarity of Martin&#39;s prose and the breadth of his vision. (May 16)

 (Publishers Weekly 2011-04-04)Marketing is ever-changing and The Third Screen mirrors the

future of marketing. If you are new to mobile, this book makes sure you get it right! (Jeffrey Hayzlett,

author of The Mirror Test)Mobile is the ultimate social device. And if big and small brands

donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t understand how to engage their customers there, they risk extinction. The Third

Screen is a must-have for any company looking to develop an effective mobile strategy, one that will

drive customers to become brand champions. (Julie Roehm, marketing strategy consultant)In

today&#39;s mobile environment, smartphones and tablets have become ubiquitous around the

globe. In The Third Screen, Chuck Martin engages the reader with important details relating to how

the untethered consumer, m-commerce, and the entire mobile revolution are changing the game for

marketers and what they need to do to make sure their organizations survive and prosper in this

ever-changing and evolving marketplace. (Kent Huffman, chief marketing officer at BearCom

Wireless; co-publisher of Social Media Marketing Magazine)Our mobile devices are indispensable

digital co-pilots, which is why the third screen is fast becoming the most important screen. If you

want to stay relevant to your customers as they go about their lives, apply the lessons from this

book. (Don Tapscott, author of Macrowikinomics)A fascinating and eye-opening view of the mobile

landscape and what companies must do to survive there. (Josh Koppel, cofounder ScrollMotion,

leading mobile platform developer)Chuck Martin has more than all the facts. He has the soul of the

idea. The Third Screen is thoughtful and valuable. (Chris Brogan, president, Human Business

Works; co-author of Trust Agents)The Third Screen describes a clear power shift where the



customer is in chargeÃ¢â‚¬â€•and what companies must do their best to reach them on their terms.

Using detailed case studies, Chuck Martin shows readers how to develop a mobile marketing

strategy that will really work. DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t wait: Get copies for your team today. (Charlene Li,

author of Groundswell)One of American Express&#39;s Open Forum&#39;s Best Business Books

of 2011Ã¢â‚¬â€•The Third Screen by Chuck Martin.  The third screenÃ¢â‚¬â€•the mobile

deviceÃ¢â‚¬â€•changes the rules entirely by creating a completely &#39;untethered

consumer,&#39; free from the constraints of traditional broadcast or online communication, who can

search on the move and share information with other customers in real time. This new breed of

customer is in chargeÃ¢â‚¬â€•they are plugged in, always on, and completely in control in a way

that changes the fundamental assumptions of marketing and customer service.

Some books capture the spirit of a marketing zeitgeist just as it begins to happen in full force. Seth

Godin`s Permission Marketing and Charlene Li & Josh Bernoff's Groundswell were two such books.

Chuck Martin's The Third Screen is arguably of the same caliber for the forthcoming mobile

marketing revolution.Centered around the Untethered Consumer -- freed from the bondage of

traditional marketing methods -- the book helps marketers capture the true nature of mobile media.

It serves as a solid primer, going into the history of wireless communications, and explaining why

businesses have so little control over mobile stakeholders. Basically, anytime a customer interacts

with a business it is strictly on their terms. It is completely an opt-in experience.Martin's strength lies

in his discussion of mobile platforms. His knowledge of operating systems, application usage,

international usage and different types of mobile media (web, apps, texting) is universal.A pragmatic

ongoing conversation in the book includes media usage patterns, and how people interact with their

smartphones. Social media wonks maybe disappointed as interaction drops on the "third screen"

(the first being TV, and the second is desktop computers). While interactions do occur on the phone,

screen size and input methods change a person's interaction with online media.In addition, Martin

uses significant case studies to illustrate his points, including a fantastic Cars.com case study. In the

Cars.com case study, Martin details the thorough process the company went through to adapt

mobile, including some a great research and listening phase. This case study alone is worth the

price of the book, and could be run in Harvard Business Review (the magazine, not the blogs).The

book was written in 2010 so there is little discussion of the now growing tablet boom, though Martin

does pick up the topic here and there. Martin does a fantastic job of using market statistics to back

up his theories and observations.Nitpicks include a slow start. The Third Screen`s introduction and

first chapter were repetitive, and could stand for some editorial cuts. In addition, the Pepsi Refresh



case study was very questionable based on the actual business results.However, don't let these

small items dissuade you. From the perspective of an online marketer and a former wireless

reporter, this book was impressive. The Third Screen is a fantastic primer on mobile, and is a must

read for any interactive professional.

First the internet changed everything, then the mobile phone changed everything and then social

media changed everything. Combine the three and one truly has a world gone mobile -- where 50%

of the population has a computer in their hands or on their person all their waking hours. This is the

world of The Third Screen. (The first being the TV, the second being the computer -- the third being

your mobile.) And Chuck Martin has brought it to life with a a compendium of stories, examples and

thoughts on what it all means, how it's being used by companies in marketing their products and

services and who's at the cutting edge in technology in developing and exploiting this device. The

books central thesis and information is all still very valid and relevant even with the customary lag in

publishing. Mr. Martin's book is written in very easy to understand terms and is jargon free. And

where he does use terms a layperson might not know, he explains them in a chart on a nearby

page. I certainly added to my understanding of the mobile world by reading this book, and I am in

the industry. As to what's next -- we'll have to wait for Mr. Martin's next book.

"The Third Screen:...Mobile" is a MustRead on how the age of the Smartphone / Mobile Devices,etc.

are redefining the role of the consumer, clarifying what & how marketers must do more than Mass

Ad & Hope!!!...We,as marketers,must interact on the client's / customer's terms!!!...Author, Mobile

Evangelist & Authority - Chuck Martin & Team, etc. delivers, in ten,easy-to-read & understand

Mobile chapters, about the Third Screen / Mobile Devices up from Television & Personal

Computer!"The Third Screen:...Mobile" starts with an introduction - Mobile is Game

Changing!!!...Ten Chapters follow...The Rise of the Untethered Consumer...Smartphones

Rule...Real Time Moves to All the Time...Customer Engagement in a World Gone Mobile...There's

an App for That: The New Broadcasting...On Location,On Location, On Location:LBM...The Finding:

Search on Steroids...Social Goes Mobile...The Push-Pull of Mobile & Chapter 10...The New Laws of

(Inbound) Mobile Marketing!!!"The Third Screen:...Mobile", per Author Chuck Martin, is & will have

major global impacts over that of television and the personal computer but in the final analysis...It's

Not About The Phone, It's About The Value!!!...The Mobile Evolution / Revolution is moving at the

Speed of Now+++!!!...Strap In, Hold On, Use & Enjoy Mobile!!!...Carpe Diem / Seize The

Day!!!...Michael!!!The Third Screen: Marketing to Your Customers in a World Gone Mobile



You'll learn from a dude who knows what he's talking about. At the risk of sounding like an ad,

Chuck Martin spends his time thinking, reading, and breathing marketing to your customers in a

world gone mobile. So you're in good hands if you read this book from the head of The Mobile

Future Institute.You'll get the big picture. Like how mobile is game-changing, what on-the-go

customers are like, what companies are doing to engage with them, location-based marketing,

social media on mobile, and some general principles on doing mobile marketing.You'll be at the

forefront of the next big thing. The stats are insane about how fast mobile is being adopted around

the world. Mobile devices are changing the way people behave, buy, relate, interact, amongst a

billion other things. The Third Screen will be a springboard for ideas of how you can be a forerunner

in shaping how businesses interact with customers in a world gone mobile.A must read for

marketers, mobile skeptics, and people who want to glimpse into the future.
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